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This report lays out the current status of 
Marsh Clubmoss in Rushmoor.

The species continues to suffer declines 
across the area, and is now present at just 
7 locations, compared with 15 historically.

Summary 

The scrapes that have been dug in the past 
have had limited success, and tend to 
support species on their edges rather than 
in the scrapes (which is typical of these 
features).

Management is recommended at sub-sites, 
aimed at improving the micro-habitat at 
these locations.
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Introduction 
In 2020 The Species Recovery Trust was generously funded by 
the Rushmoor Borough Council TAG Fund to carry out 
monitoring of rare species and in particular the populations of 
Marsh Clubmoss which are severely under threat in the region. 

Detailed site surveys were carried out in summer and autumn 
2020. Our overall concern now is that elevated levels of 
atmospheric nitrogen, of which some are associated with air 
traffic overhead, may be impacting upon these sites. Our 
national monitoring programme has seen populations in 
Cumbria and Cornwall reaching huge proportions, whereas in 
the Thames Basin - even when the habitat conditions are 
relatively good, populations continue to decline. 

Marsh Clubmoss is an indicator species of healthy damp heath 
and mire ecosystems, and it is vital to keep monitoring these 
populations and taking measures where necessary to save 
them from becoming extinct in the region.  
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Sites Summary

Table 1: Populations of Clubmoss Recorded in Rushmoor in 2020

Site Name Grid Ref 2020 Count

Li46 Hawley r SU 8361 5804 87  plants with strobili

Li46b Hawley SU 83650 57989 31 plants with strobili

Li47 Brocks Hill SU 82839 52449 2 plants 

Li47 Old Scrape SU 82861 52482 104 plants with strobili

Li47 South Strip SU 83040 52507 129 plants with strobili

Li47 Northern Strip SU 83055 52589 9 plants with strobili

Li47 Crookham 
Common (Central)

SU 82330 53160 0 plants

Li47b Crookham 
Common (Gelvert 
Bottom)

SU 82787 52806 0 plants 

Li47g Eelmoor Heath SU 8392 5326 12 plants, no strobili

Li48 (a - f) Aldershot 
Common

SU 84240 50000

 SU 84260 50030

SU 84290 50050

SU 84310 50040

SU 84290 50040

SU 84300 50030

0 plants

a

bc d

e

Four areas of heathland within the the Rushmoor District 
have been found to support populations of Marsh Clubmoss. 
Within each area, a number of sub-sites have been 
monitored. Locations of these, along with 2020 population 
data is detailed in the table below, with additional information 
provided overleaf.
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Li46 Hawley r 
SU 8361 5804 

2020: 87 plants with strobili scattered along a 2.5m length of old track. 
Old track closing up through establishment of Purple Moor-grass Molinia 
caerulea and heather.  

2018: 83 plants in a narrow depression.  

2015: 2000+ plants in an old disused track and nearby on or adjacent to 
mown firebreak that also has low use of as a track.  

Actions: Area well-vegetated with encroaching Molinia caerulea and 
heather, which is slightly hemming in plants to small patches of bare 
ground. Further management recommended, using vehicle track 
compaction to open up new areas of bare ground.
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Li46b Hawley 
SU 83650 57989  
 
2020: 31 plants with strobili along 3m stretch on northern edge of old 
scrape.   
 
2018: A total of 29 individuals on northern edge of existing scrape.  
 
2015: 5 plants in good, large scrape. 

Actions: No further management required in near future due to good 
amount of bare ground and associate species. 
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Li47 Brocks Hill 
SU 82839 52449  
 
2020: 2 plants identified approximately 2.5m from a currently well used 
track (no strobili), surrounded by Purple Moor-grass and heather. 
 
2019: 0 plants identified, but areas of damp, bare ground recorded, with 
some inundation. 

2018: 0 plants recorded. 

pre-2018: 49 plants recorded on a minor path over a 2m stretch (six with 
strobili).  

Actions: Area well-vegetated with encroaching heather, which is restricting 
the spread of plants. Further management recommended, using vehicle 
track compaction in the area to open up new areas of bare ground. 
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Li47 Old Scrape 
SU 82861 52482  
 
2020: 104 plants found in total, with strobili. 43 plants found in circular 
depression with populations of 60+1 on higher ground to north. Good 
habitat and bare ground present. 
 
2019: 73 plants in total.  

2018: 75 plants in total 3 separate areas. 

Actions: Good habitat present, plenty of bare ground, but habitats starting 
to enclose around northern-most populations. Monitor conditions and 
implement further management to northern populations in 2-3 years. 
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Li47 South Strip 
SU 83040 52507  
 
2020: total of 110 plants recorded with strobili. Four separated sub-
populations (74+3+24+9) over a 12m stretch. Good habitat present, 
plenty of damp bare ground and associate species. 

2019: 61 plants found in same areas as those found in 2020. 

2018: 57 plants in same areas as those found in 2020. 

Actions: Good habitat present, plenty of damp bare ground and associate 
species, with inundation during wetter months. No management required 
at present.
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Li47 Northern Strip 
SU 83055 52589  
 
2020: 15 plants in total: 9 plants in a small clump (as found in 2018 
and 2019) + 6 plants in a small area of base ground 26m north. 

2019: 9 plants on old track. 

2018: 9 plants. 

Actions: Good habitat present, damp bare ground and associate 
species, with poaching evident, no management required at 
present.
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Li47 Crookham 
Common (Central) 
SU 82330 53160  
 
2020: 0 plants found; very dry along path and scrape to east of 
path, but bare ground present. 

2019: 0 plants found; closely grazed and heavily poached. 

2015: 59 plants found with strobili on path and Plantlife scrape. 

Actions: No management required at present, monitor to 
assess conditions as to whether further management may aid 
re-generation. 
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Li47b Crookham 
Common (Gelvert 
Bottom) 
SU 82787 52806  
 
2020: 0 plants found; conditions good with damp bare ground 
present. 

2019: same as 2020, no plants but good conditions and evidence 
of poaching present. 

2018: same as 2019. 

2015: 3 vegetative plants found, scrape supporting good bare 
ground and range of associate species. 

Pre-2015: 5 plants in 2009, 3 plants in 2010 and 2011, not found in 
2012 or 2013. 

Actions: No management required at present - monitor to assess 
conditions 
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Li47g Eelmoor Heath 
SU 83924 53268  
 
2020: 12 plants in total: 6 plants east of knoll + 6 found at SU 
83925 53286 (all young and no stobili). 

2019: 10 plants in total: 4 plants to east of knoll + 6 plants at SU 
83925 53286. 

2018: 8 plants in total: 4 to east of knoll + 4 at SU 83925 53286. 

Pre-2018: identified in 1956 (below Pyestock Hill) and 2015 (33 
plants found with 13 strobili at SU 8392 5328). 

Action: Management not required; continued monitoring to assess 
conditions. 
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Li48 Aldershot Common 
Collection of sub-sites in a small area of heath on Aldershot 
Common. The discovery of elevated levels of heavy metals has 
prevented grazing since 2013, as well as public access on large 
areas of the heathland.  

2020: 0 plants found across all 6 sub-sites; conditions good with 
damp bare ground and associate species present. 

2019: 0 plants found across all sub-sites. 

2018: 0 plants found across all sites, with exception of Li48a 
when 20 plants were identified. 

2015: 0 plants found across all sites, with exception of 14 plants 
at Li48a 

2013: 800 plants at Li48a, 19 plants at Li48b, 325 plants at 
Li48c, 8 plants at Li48d, 6 plants at Li48e and 9 plants at Li48f. 

Actions: Monitor area in coming years; no further management at 
present.  

 
 

Li48a: SU 84240 50000

Li48b: SU 84260 50030

Li48c: SU 84290 50050

Li48d: SU 84310 50040

Li48e: SU 84290 50040

Li48f: SU 84300 50030
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Continue to monitor all sites on annual 
basis.

Li47 (Old Scrape and Northern Strip) & 
Li47b, seek permission to carry out 
small scale hand clearance at plants 
last location / around existing 
population to lift some of the heather 

Li46 Hawley r & Li47 Brocks Hill. 
Discuss with site managers the 
possibility of tracking a vehicle over site 
to create a structural mosaic of 
inundated ruts and disturbed tracks.

Continue to raise local awareness in the 
area.

Looking forward 
Project aims 2020-2030



The Species Recovery Trust is a 
charity set up to tackle the loss of 
some of the rarest species in the 
UK. 

There are over nine hundred 
native species in the UK that are 
classed as under threat, with 
several hundreds more currently 
widespread but known to be in 
s i g n i fi c a n t d e c l i n e . T h e 
countryside is now bereft of many 
species that were a familiar sight a 
mere generation ago. 

A small number of these species 
are on the absolute brink of 
existence, poised to become 
extinct in our lifetimes; our goal is 
to stop them vanishing. 

Our aim is to remove 50 species 
from the edge of extinction in the 
UK by the year 2050. In addition 
we are reconnecting people with 
wildlife and the natural world 
through training programmes and 
awareness raising.



www.speciesrecoverytrust.org.uk 
Registered Charity 1146387

http://www.speciesrecoverytrust.org.uk
http://www.speciesrecoverytrust.org.uk
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